
October 1, 1979 

THE '£WO RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONS, and 
ONCE AGAIN, ON THE THEORY OF PERMANENT REVOLUTION 

Dear Friends o 

1979 is the hundredth anniversary of Leon Trotsky's birth, 
Because the negative features of Trotskyism today far outweigh his 
historic contributions to two great revolutions, it becaine impossible 
for me ·to write the type of commemorative article that a hundredth 
anniversary generally calls forth. Martyrdom. has such a numbing 
effect on revolu:tipnaries that the, tragedy· mak~s it very nearly im-

. possible. to learn the urgent lessons for the day, Thus, the brutal 
murder of Rosa.Luxemburg long held back a seriou~ critique of her 
econo'!'ic theory in Accumulation I'Jf Caj>i tal, tho'ugh it was a serious 
deviation from Marx• s theory, .The .·si tuati.on was' not .quite the same 
in regard to Trotsky,. both because we broke before his brutal mur
der. and .because nothing could _possi'bly have· kept us fr•m shouting 
NOI to his call·for the defense of stalin's Russia despite the. Hit-., . ' . 

lor~Stalin ?act which gave the green· light to World War II. .It 
became imper~tive to separate ourselves not only from the ·State-

. . 
capitalist monstrosity that Russia had become, but also from the 
Trotskyists who were its tail-enders. 

. ' 
Nevertheless, · ~n a hundredth anniversary, it qecomes easi

er to write this present critique in the 'form of a ·Political-Philo
sopl:lic Letter to News and Letters Commi ttoes. · Clea,rly I do not dis
regard Trotsky's.historic contributions, but it must. be.made equal
ly clear that tMse contributions do not stand in. the way of a. cri
tique which viill clear away the de>bris accumulated around the theory 

. . '•· 

of Permanent Revolution, especially· in the present ,circumstances of . ., f' 

the work on Rosa Luxemburg, who was one of the three;banners·nn 
which Trotsky built the .Fourth International -- i~nin, Luxemb~g, 
Liebknscht. 
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The Revolutions of 1905 and 1917 have forever enshrined 
TrotGky's great historical role. The same two Revolutions, however, 
tell a very contradictory story about tho theory with which Trotsky's 
name will likewise always be connected a" he is tho creator of the 
20th century version of the theory of the Permanent Revolution. The 

expression, 11 Contradictory story ... is not a ref'erence to the critiques 
of that theory, mine included. 1 Rather, the phrase refers both to 

Trotsky's own claims and to the developnent of the theory as it re
lated, on the one.hand, to Lenin's analysis of a~d participation in 
these. revolutions; and, on the other hand, to Rosa Luxemburg, It is 

these three revolutionary leaders who have put their unique stamp 
on history not only as past, but as present, aud this is sure to ex
tend into the future. 

--~--
Recently, in restudying the 1905-07 ·Revolution as. ·>,urning 

point in Rnsa Luxemburg's life, the 1907. ·London Congress o:f thG Rus
sian Social-Democratic Labor Party* became crucial., not just in re
gard to her views, but to those o:f Lenin and Trotsky --, and, 'for that 

matter,- all ot~er tendencies in Russia; as it was that united Con-
gress of :·Bolsheviks and Men·sheviks that, for once; all tendencies at
ten~ed, In 1922, in reproducing his book, ~. 2 to be included in
the Moscow publication of his' Collected 1/orks, Trotsky included 
among the ·Appendice·s, (1) ·an article entitled "Our Differences", 
in which he had attacked the Bolsheviks as well as.the Mensheviks, 

and which had been published in Luxe'mburg' s Polish journal in .. 19091 

and (2) his main speech on "The Relationship of_ the Social-Democracy 

to Bourgeois Parties" to tlie 1907 RSDLP London Congress. These two 
articles, especially tho first, became the spri11gboard for an attack 
on Trotsky which has never abated, Indeed, in.l9JO-J2, he returned 

to both points again in tho ,o\ppendices to nothing less than his monu
mental History of -the Russian Revolution,J 

--.... , -,-~- ··· '· ·· ·-What wac not includt~d in tfl~ Appendices; to ~i thor. wor..!.C:,..-~. 
although it was a continuation of the 1909 article on "Our Differen
ces", was his 1910 article in the Neue Zeit entitled "The Develop

mont of the Tandonoics of Russian Social-Democracy. "4 It has not been 

* In Russian, this is abbreviated RSDRP1 in English, RSDLP 
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translated into English, to my knowledr.e, to this day, Yet it is 

this which is the undercurront of all the. diGputes, Lenin's article, 
"The Historical f,leaning of the Internal !'arty Strugrrle in Russia"5 
was in answer to and critique ·of this 1910 article by Trotsky, 

It poses the question at issue I What is theory? what is 
the relationship of theory to practice? and how do both relate to 

the objective situation? To get to that nub, let's begin at the be

ginning, with Trotsky's participation in the 1907 Congress which re
volved around the 1905 Revolution, 

Let's remember that this occurs after Trotsky had reached 
the highest point of activity· with· the General Strike led by the St, 
Petersburg Soviet, which he headed, 
revolution, It became the highe'st 

Not only was that a highpoin+. of 
point of Trotsky 0s theoretical 

developmeT!t,· as he drew from it. what later became known as the theory· 

or Permanent Revolution, ·Absolutely no-one, including. Lenin and Luxem- : 
burg, matched .the leap in .cognition which proclaimed. that back'war'd 

Russia, involved in a bourgeois revolution;· could be the one not only I . , . 

to have.the_revoluticn before the advanced countries, b~t --in Ab
solutiet Russia -- to re·iach for socialism "in an unbroken chain." 
That expression, "unbroken chain," wl.lch referred concretely to the 

1905 Russian -Revolution -- and not just· the .£Qn£ept of permanent revo
lution which Ma!'X had developed in his 1850 Address to the Communist 
League

6 
-- was the issue in dispute, 

It is Trotsky's original projection, which was la'ter to 
become known as the theory of Permanent Revolu·tion but which was !!£! 
on the agenda of that 1907 Congress because Lenin's proposal to dis

cuss "The Present M"ment of Revolution" 1;as defeated by the Menshe

viks -- with Trotsky's help. Here is what Trotsky said in tha~ dis
pute• 

"What I want is that the Congress, from beginning _to end, be 
political, that it be a gathering of revolutionary representa
tives o:f the Party, and not.a club, be it of doubtful or even 
non-doubtful Marxists, bent on general discussions. I need 
political directives, and not your general philosophical de
liberations about the character of the present moment.of our 
revolution,,, Give us a formula for action! That• s what 
I need," 7 
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When the Congress got down to discuosing the one "general", 
i.e., thc~retical, question-- the relationship of Social-Democracy 
(as ~:arxism was 'then called) to bourgeois pnrties -- and Luxemburg 

spoke quite eloquently on her concept of the Russian Revolution and 

its. relation to practice -- rrotsky snidl 
"I can testify with pleasure that the point of view that Luxem
burg developed in the name of the Polish delegation is very 
close to mine, which I h:.ve defended and continue to defend, 
If' between us there is a difference, ~·~;sa difference of shad
ing, and not of political direction. Our thought moves along 
one and the same materialistic analysis." 8 

But Luxemburg did not speak on the theory of permanent 
revolution and neither did Trotsky as he continued with his own speech 

·on the question ·of the relationship of Social-Democracy to bourgeois 

parties. He did develop. his opposition to the ~lenshevik position 

which had maintained that, since this was a bourgeois revolution,. it 
11 has- to be carried out by the- democratic bourgeoisie I 11 Whe_reupon, 
Trotsky ·said, 

"As materialists, we must first of all ask ourselves the ques
tion of the social foundation of a bourgeois demo·cracy. In' 
what classes, what strata of the population, can it find sup
port? ••• It is true that we have enormous masses of revolu
tionary peasantry ; •• the peasantry, however re·rolutionary :f.-1: 

. it may lie, is not capable of playine nn independo·nt, still 
less a leading political role.,," (lli.l, ·p, 276) · 
"I have not had an answer .• to my central question, :though I 
have asked it many times. You have no prognosis for revolu
tion. Your policy lacks perspective.". (lli.l, p. 283) · 

Trotsky did not present a resolution different from the 

one the Bolsheviks presented,- though he tried to amend that one, 
Indeed, he reproduced hi.s speech in tile 1922 edition of lli.2 precise

ly to show that he opposed the Mensheviks and voted with the Bolshe
viks. 'Yet in '.;he years· immediately ·following the Congress he wrote 

a whole series of articles attacking the Bolshevil:s as well as the 
Mensheviks, The major one (and the one he was proud enough to repro

duce in the 1922 edition of his lli.ll was the article 'that had been 

published in Luxemburg's paper in 1909. Here is how it concluded• 
",,, while the anti-revolutionary aspects of Menshevism have 
already become fully apparent, those· of Bolshevism are likely 
to become a s~rious threat only in the event of victory," 
(lli.l. p. )16) 
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As if' that were not a fantastic enough statement to make 

in 1909 in "predictinrr" the futuro revolution, Trotsky in 1922 -
that is to say, nearly five years after Lenin had led the greatest 
revolution in history -- superc~liously footnoted the 1909 statement 
as follows' 

·~Note to the present edition. ·rhis threat, as we know, never 
materialized because, under the leadership of Comrade Lenin, 
the Bolsheviks changed their policy line on this most important 
m~T.ter (not without inner struggle) in the spring of 1917, that 
is, o<>fcre the seizure of power. (Author)." (12Q.2, p. Jl7 ftn.) 

Trotsky evidently didn't think it supercilious because· 
the aim he had in mind, as is clear from the 1922 Preface to the whole 
.volt~e, was to reiterate sole authorship of the theory of permanent 
revolution and claim it as the reason for the success of the 1917 
Revolution •. Here is what he wrote• 

"It was precisely· in the interval between 9 January and the 
October strike of 1905 that those views which came to be called 
the theory of •permanent revolution' were formed in the author's 
mind, This rather high-flown expression defines the tho':'ght 
:that the Russian .Revolution, although directly concerned with 
bourgeois air.ir,, ·could not stop shor.t at those aims , • , Despite 
an interruption of 12 yea;os, this analysis has been entirely 
confirmed," {12Qi, pp. vi- vii) 

The point is what did happen in those intervening 12 
years? As we already saw, in 1907 he. did not wish to discuss the 
nature of the present moment of ·<:he revolution, In· 1909 he 'published 
'the above cited criticism of Mensheviks .!!!1!! Bolsheviks, ·In 1910 he 
followed it up with the article in Neue Zeit, where the first point 
Trotsky made was; "Theory cannot replace cxpericnce. 11 

As if 1905 meant, net the greatest experience ever.-- be it for 
him · or the Russian proletariat and ·peasantry, as well as for .the 
world working class i-but only facti'onal disputes between "Economists", 
Mensheviks and Bolsheviks, as if Russian Marxism arose merely out of 
fighting a. "primitive :ideological viewpoint" -(i.e,, ·the l'laroaniksj-, 
Trotsky reached the following conclusion regarding those factional 
disputes between Mensheviks and Bolsheviks• the differences arise 
out of "the process of adaptation of Marxist intellectuals to the 
class struggle, i.e. the political immaturity of the Russian proleta
riat," What such argumentation betrays, I would say, is that it 
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isn't only the "natur0" of the peasantryab•Jttt which Leon Trotsky had 
a low opinion; i.t is the proletariat which he consin2,c;;d backward -
"politically immature." Trotsky' r.:; logic, howevo::.-~r 'led him to accuse 
the Bolsheviks, Le:nin especially, of "idp(',J.:wgi.cal fetishism," "sec
tarianism," and 11 intelloctual indjviduallsm, 11 

Far from returning to his theory of Permanent Revolution, 
much less to the Luxemburgian view of the advanced nature of the Rus
sian proletariat, Trotsky veered off to psychology, talk against 

ulack o! .. morality~' and "piracy" (a reference to expropriations), not 
to mentiori "sexual anarChy . .,· 

It all sounds as if somebody was writing a. farcical: cari
cature about Trotsky, But unfortunately, it is not a caricature, 
It is not somGbody ivri ting about Trotsky, It is Trotsky's own writing 
only a few years after he had projected nothing short of' a theory of 
Permanent Revolution; after he had separated from both Mensheviks 
and Bolsheviks and. declared he was out to unite all factions into one 
Social-Democratic Party. And-that was, indeed, the grand climax· of 

• the 1910 article•. "What is needed is a ·party united and capable of 
action,"· Fur·ther to separate both 'actio.n and organ:Lzation from :theory, 
not to mention reducing tho concept o·f orgal').ization to ''apparatus," 
he adds that;,, Of COUrSe 1 to achieve Unity Of disparate tendencies I 
"what is needed is the re-organization of the party apparatus." 

Those who say that -- since that was the period climaxed 
by the infamous "August Bloc" which Trotsky acknowledged was a "funda
mental error", and sir,ce he· accepted Len.in' s characterization of him 
as "conciliaticnist" -- Tro.t~ky' R ,joining of the Bolshevik Party, like 
his reyolutionary activities in 1917, "eliminated all differences," 
show they understand nothing of either theory or organization, The 
whole point of Marxist theory, and organization to correspond, is that 
they are inseparable from the goal -- the revolutionary road to a 
classless society, If one creates a theory of revolution but thinks 
a "Party" can roach the end of that long trek without that theory, 
he is, indeed, underestimating what theory is, That is the only rea
son Trotsky could haYo written that "theory cannot replace experience," 
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It is the only reason he could have failed to put his theory on that 
1907 Agenda and refused to discuss any theory of the "nature of the 
present moment of revolution" --and then proceeded to try to unite 
all tendencies, not by forging a theoretical basis for a revolutionary 
party, but by proposing the "reorganization .of the Party apparatus." 

Lanin did not criticize Trotsky only for organizational 
conciliationism. Quite the contrary. He took issue with the speci
fic 1910 article because of Trotsky • s "utter lack of theoretical Ll!l

derstanding," 9 and because Trotsky ·was arguing, ·not about the objec
tive nature of the Russian Revolution, but s_ubjectively reducing even 
his own "philosophy of history" to "the struggle for in.fluence over 
the politic ally immature proletariat."· 

The point here· is not so mu~h whether Lenin or 'l'rotsky
was right in this or ·that dispute, Rather, the amaz-ing fact is that 
Trotsky, the creator of the theory of Permanent Revolution,. was prac
ticing not just oreanizational but theoretical conciliationism -- and 
the theore·i:ical conciliationism was not only against. "others 11 but 
against himself, In a word, not a single serious point Trotsky made 
in l2Q2 was either developed or related to anything he did in those 
12 long years between 1905 and 1917. 

How, then, did the question of his theory mature when, fi
nally, in 1917 a proletarian revolution did, indeed, succeed and was 
led by Lenin and himself? The November, 1917 Revolution remains the 
highest point of proletarian revolution and is magnificently retold 
in The History of the Russian Revolution. This book is a. landmark of 
historical vi,-j_ tine by one who was both a leader· of a revolution and 
an historian of it. All the Appendices in the history of .1917 are 
expressions of Trotsky's view of his theory of the Permanent Revolu
tion. That is natural enough. What ish't natural is some rewriting 
of history in the Appendices, especially as it relates to Lenin and 
!Jl!! theoretic division between tho two on Lenin's slogan, "the revo
lutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasan
try," which is almost always abbreviated by Trotsky as just "bout>-
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geois-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry." To 
prove hew that kept the Bolshevilts from understanding the course of 
1917, he shows how hard Lenin had to work "to rearm the Party," 

1'h.~_:h_i"_;eart, is_"trU"-._ ]?ut the whole _tru-t;!!.__~!"_"!'hat _i_!..\Y_as 

_!1~~-~-~<:_5!:_e_oE.L of_J2cr"'n_[O~e.!'!!..l'~.'!:£!U tioJ! _!!:l~!_:J,:_earme d_ !_h<:_.!.."!."·~_".! .E.~:t _ 
_ Lenin~_!amous Apz:.il Thesis. To try to claim that the April Th:~~-~

someho~-- ~-mpl~~-d Lenin • s conversion to Trotsky's theory ~_:;_t~_:kip .:~~
tirely Lenin ~:'.:.Philoso.!:hic_-dialectic reorganization which, far __ fz:_()_m._ 
bringing him closer to Trotsky, led to the most :fundamental dispute --------------------- - ·------
p~twee!! _ __!_h_ell!_£."''~~-I._eni~ slogans -- "Defeat of yo~ own country is 
the l_?~~e_x:_~yil_L:~ "Transf~r~__!he imperialist wRr into civil war." 
It wa~~~~~on_!~otsky's theory of Permanent Revolution, but. the 
dialectics._c>f l:'f!VOlution tha!! led- .Lenin both to the April Thesis 
and to the writing of State and Revolution, .as well as to putting 
conquest of power on .the. agenda of the Bolshevik Party. Ami it 'was 

then that Trotsky joined Lenin, not Lenin Trotsky. 

In The History of the Russian Revolution there is, final-
ly, a quite serious development of the theory of Permanent Revolution. 
As. against 12Qj_, which -has root. a single word to say, of Marx's 18.50 
Address, which first projected the slogan "revolution in permanence"· 
for the German proletariat who had fought and lost the 1848 revolu-' 
tion, this 19)2 Appendix is well-rooted in ~larx. Trotsky here .in
troduces a concretization of his theory. by· his analysis o.f the law 
of combined and uneven development, which relates to ~arx's statement_ 
about the industriallly.more advanced country showing the less deve
loped country the image of its own :future , Methodologically, Trotsky 
shows that Marx there had in mind, not the world economy but the sin
gle country as~ type. He proceeds to show the. differences .between 
England's industrial development revealing ·the future of France "but 
not in tho least of Russin and not of India," And he concludes .that 
bocause.the fi:cnshoviks "took this conditional statement of Marx un
conditionally," thay rcfuncd to sea wlu::re the nus sian Revolution was 
moving and ended up agreeing with the liberals, 

On the other hand, another statement of Marx, that no 
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social formation· disappears until all productive forces have deve

loped, has a different point o:f departure, This time Marx is talking, 

not about individual countries but about 11 the sequence of' universal 
social structures (slavery, medievalism, capital ism)." 'l1he Menshe
vilcs, however, applied this to a single country, thus acting as if 

prouuctive forces develop in a vacuum, By disregarding both the class 
struggle and the world contex-t:, they, instead o:f confronting the 

actual Russian capitalists, produced nothing but "abstract economic 

possibilities," (The History of the Russian Revolution, Vol. III, p.J78) 

So much :for answering Menshevism. But.what about what 

Trotsky called ·"ideological restoration'!? (Vel. III,· p.JBl) 

Here once again we see the inner contradiction wi.thin Trotsky, By 

shifting the debate to the context o:f the Stalinist slanders about 

him. and Stalin's revisionism about the world revolution, confining. 
it to the nationalistic- 11 socialism in one country, n the 11 ideolC?:gical 
restoration," insofar as Lenin's position in 1905 and in 1.917 is con:.. 

cerned, gets quite lost. He quotes· (! should add for the first time, 

having shown no awareness o:f them when.they w~re written in 190510 ) 
some vary beautiful passages from Lenin which referred to th'1 "be
ginning o:f a decisive struggle for the socialist revolution • , • it. 
will be the beginning of the real struggle of the proletariat," And 
he !3-lso quotes Lenin's statement of Sept, 1905• "From the demo
cratic revolution we ·will immediately begin to pass over, and in the 

exact measure of our strength, the strength of a conscious and o7ga~ 
nized proletariat, we will begin to pass over to tho socialist t'evo

lution, We stand for a centinuous. revolution. We will not stop half
way," (.Vol.III, p,J82) 

But •.rrotsky does so, not so much to prove that the theoc· 

rieG ~f the two, irrespective of the slogans, were not as :far apart 

as factional debates made them appear, a~ to maintain the difference 

that compelled a "rearming" which, allegedly, would have been unneces
sary had Lenin himself been armed with Trotsky's theoryl Thus, Trot

sky explains away the affinity nf ideas by quoting another passage 

from Lenin on another occasion when Lenin wrote of the fact that re

volutionists have the right "to dream," a:s if Lenin had said it only 
·as "a dream." 
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Since Lenin's article did relate to the .fact tho.t the 
workers in Europe would aloo rise up· "r.u1d. show UG • hrlw it is done'," 
Tr~tsky correctly extends this international aspect to his whole 
struggle arainst Stalin's "theo~y" of socialism i!l nile. coUntry vs. 
the Marxian concept of world revolution, But, though the Appendix is, 
as a totality, directed against Stalin, and pro.foundly'presentsLenirl~ 
internationalism, Trotsky does a great deal less just~ce to Lenin's 
position on the peasantry, very nearly attributing to Lenin his own 
view "that the peasartry is "an unreliable' and treacherous ally." 
(Vol. III, p • .385) u· 

Above all, what stands out is Trotsky's .failure to grasp 
the totally·new theoretical point oi' departure on that question which 
Lenin introduced ir~ his Theses on the National and Colonial Questions 
at the Second Congreos of tl)e Communi:"t International. Trotsky's. 
ref'erence to that thesi's. is limited ·to the context of his .fight with 

Stalin -- internat'ion8.lism vs, naticinal'ism -- and not the pivotal 
point of the revolutionary live·force qi' the peasantry, of the nation

al question, ~ of the perspective that, since world revolution has 
r10t come via Berlin," "then perhaps" it can come via Peking; That 
new point or' departure in theory. was ·not grasped, much less developed, 
by Tro'tsky, 

His attempt, retrospectively, to cir'edit tlle '19l7 Revolu-
tion's success to his thcO'ry of Permanent Re'v~lution, was· not, of 

-course, a·t the bottom of the Trotsky:.. stalin struggle that en·sued af

_ter the death of Lenin. No; 'More objective 'causes are at the root·--:
the new stage of world capitalism, i;efl!ecied in' Stalin's revisionist 
capitulation to the capi talist:i.c impulse as he mbved in· the 'opposi 1;e 
direction oi' the worlcers' demands. But, of course, Stalin took ad
vantage of the specific dia~ute over- the .addi tioiis to tho 1922 edition 
of Trot~!{y':; 1905 as he began his usurpation oi' the mantle of Lenin. 

Though that is g~yond 'the shadow of a doubt, 'there is also 
no way "to evad" grappling with what Lenin called Trotsky's "lack oi' 
theoretical understanding" in the period of 1907-1912, It is that 
which lod Lenin. to· characterize Trot~ky as "conciliationist" in theory 
as well as in organization, Indeed, bocause the conciliationism was 
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theoretical, it, nt ona and the same time, led Trotsky to a rather 
chE-ckered organizational alli.ance with the ~1ensheviks, and ·made it 
nearly impossible for him to develop even his own theory, 

The nodal points of a s&rious revolutiona"y theory are 
rooted in self-activity of the masses who make the revolution, and 
th& leadership's singling out of those· live forces of ·revolution, not 
only as l''>t'ce, but as Reason, And that holds true when fac·ing either 
a concrete revolution or a counter-revolution, The 1917 Revolution 
was certainly a spontaneous mass outpouring. Its success can hardly 
be attributed to a single factor. Lenin's contribution·was the great
est, but that doesn't mean that :twas spotless-- least'of all in 
his concept· of the party-to-lead, and especially so in the elitist .. 
way it was first spelled out in 1902, That Trotsky bowed to that in 
1917 only further weighed down Trotsky's own great contribution to· 
that revolution. 

Whether the .theory of Permanent Revolution wa~ confirmed 
or unconfirmed in 1917 is not proven, as we. showed before, by the mere 

repe'ti tion of the theory of 1905-06 ·in 1922. The real point at issue 
by th" time of 'the writing of The History of the Russian Revolution 
in the early '.30s was whether on~ has a theory to meet the challenge 
of the new stage of world capitalism -- the Grea,t·. Depression which 
brought on state-capitalism as a world phenomenon.. Although Trotsky 

~ Contrast what Lenin wrote in 1902 to what he wrote once the 1905 . 
Revolution broke _out1 "The working clas.s is instinctively, spontr.Mous
ly l:locial-Democratic, and more than ten years of work put in by 
Soc 2cl-Oemocracy has done a great deal to transform this spontane2 -cy 
into consciousness." ("Reorganization of the Party," p, J2, Vol, 10 
of Collected Works) See also, in Vol, lJ of Collectod Works, Lenin's 
"Prc±P.ce tn .tho Collection J 2 Years" • · 

"What Is •ro Be Done? is a summary of ~ tactics . and Iskra. or
ganizational policy in 190l_and 1902, Precisely a 'summa;::vr; n0 
mo~·e ·and no less •,, Nor at the Second Congress did I have any in
tention of elevating my own formulations, as given in What Is To 
Be Done?, to 'programmatic' level, constituting special pr2nciples 
,,," (p, 102·and p, 107) · 
"The transition to a democratically or~anized workers 1 party, pro
claimed by the Bolsheviks in Novava Zh2zn in November 1905, i,e,, 
as soon as the conditions appeared for legal activity ~- this 
~ransi tion was virtually an irrGvoceble break with the old circle 
ways that ha.d outlived thoir day," (p,l05) 
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ty the mid-l9JOs had fourht the Stalin'bureaucracy·f'or· a solid de
cade, had written :!;'he Revolution Betrnved, he denied the transforma
tion of Russia into a state-capitalist soCiety •12 And he ended up 
tailending Stalinism, cnlling ior the defense of Russia as a "work
ers' state, thour.h degenerate" at the very time, as we stated earli
er, when the infamous Hitler~stalin Pact had given the green light 
te \oorld War II. 

'1'/hich is why it becnmes imperative to. see the twe revolu
tions, not woigh9d down with factional disputes, m1,1ch. l,ess slanted 

to theoretical c?nc~usions,· but with eyes of teday turned to future 
revolu'tions. 

Raya Duriayevskaya 

FOOTKOTES 

J.- See Chapter 4, '':(.e.,n Trotsky as' Thenretician; .: 

and Revolution (New York'· Dell,· 197'3) • .' 
in. my Philosouhv 

2- Leon Trotsky, 12Qi .(New Yorko Vintage Books, 19721' England, Pen
guin Press, 1972). 

J- See Vol, I, Appendix I: to Chapter on "Rearmin~ of the_ Party ... ; 
Vol. III, Appendix II, "Socialism in a Separate Cc>untry?" 1 and Vol, 

XII, Appendix. III, "Historic References on the Theory ~f 'Permanent 

Revolution'" ·in Le•n Trotsky's The History of ·the Russian Revolution 
(New Yorko Simon and Schus:ter~ '.'19J2), 

4-- ''Di6 lO' .... + ... ~,.u., .. ___ ... __ ·~----- ~--- -·~.--1 --····-_. •• .... ,..,. ..... ~,t: w ,..,.,, ... ..,.,..,ou U.'IOf.&. L"UOO.l.OUUt:IU 

Loon Trotsl<y, Neue Zoit Year 28, Vol, 2, Sept, 9, 1910, pp, 860-871, 

5- V.I.Lenin, Selected Works (Now Yorko International Publishers, 

194J), v.i. III, PP• .499-518, 
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6- - Sec especially tho final pnrneraph of the Address, included in 

Karl ~;.,rx and Fr·cderick EnRels, Salected Works (Moscow: 1969), Vol.l, 

P• 185: "But they themselves must do the utmost for their final vic-
tory by clarifying their minds as to what their class in
terests are, by taking up their position as an independent 
party as soon as possible and by not allowinl': themselves to 
be seduced fnr a single moment by the hyp<'criticd'phrnscs 
of the democratic petty bourgeois inte refraining from the 
independent organization of the party of the proletariat. 
Their battle cry must ber The Revolution in Permanence." 

7- From Minutes ~f the 1907 Fifth Congress of the Russian Social-Demo

cratic Workers Party, in ~.i (T.ondonskii) S''ezd RSDRP, Aprel'-
mai· 1907 goda 1 Protokoly, (Moscow, l96J), p. 1J.9. (My translation,') 

8- Ibid,, p. 397. This paragraph wa~ omitted when Trotsky repro
duced his speech as an Appendix to his 12Qi in tha 1922 edition. 

9- V.I.Lenin, op, cit., p.515 

10- A much more consistent and thorough series of quotations from all . 
of Lenin's writings. of 1905-07 is reproduced by the Menshevik, ·Solo

mon M; Schwartz in his The Russian ,Revolution of 1905 (Chicago r The 

University o.f Chicago Press,. 1967). Of course he· has his ulterior 

motives -- to try to. prove how allegedly ·"dictatorial" both Lenin 
ar:d Trotsky were, The only way to see what Lenin did stand for is 

to read his own Collected Works -- and there are no less than six 

volumes (Vol. 8 through lJ) devoted to the years 1905-07. 

11- See also my analysis of Trotsky on the peasantry in "Leon T".·ot

sky. as Man and Theoretician" in Studies in Comparative Communism, 

Spring/Summer 19?7. 

12- See Part V, Section One ("Russian State Capitalism vs, Workers' 

Revol t1" "Stalin!" "The Beginning of the End of Russian To tali tari
anism") in my 111~.rxism and Freedom (English edition by Pluto Press, 

fourth edition 1975), pp.212-2S?. 

* * * 
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